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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company plans to use third-party application software to
perform complex data analysis processes. The software will use
up to 500 identical virtual machines (VMs) based on an Azure
Marketplace VM image.

You need to design the infrastructure for the third-party
application server. The solution must meet the following
requirements:
The number of VMs that are running at any given point in time
must change when the user workload changes.
When a new version of the application is available in Azure
Marketplace it must be deployed without causing application
downtime.
Use VM scale sets.
Minimize the need for ongoing maintenance.
Which two technologies should you recommend? Each correct
answer presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. managed disks
Introduction to Azure managed disks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows
/managed-disks-overview "Using managed disks, you can create up
to 50,000 VM disks of a type in a subscription per region,
allowing you to create thousands of VMs in a single
subscription. This feature also further increases the
scalability of virtual machine scale sets by allowing you to
create up to 1,000 VMs in a virtual machine scale set using a
Marketplace image."
B. single storage account
C. single placement group
D. autoscale
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Canadian-based company has a long-term contract with a
US-based supplier. The Canadian company has been experiencing
short shipments and variations of the supply lead time with the
US supplier for a few months. Which of the following is the
most appropriate action for the master production scheduler in
this situation?
A. Apply safety lead time according to the target service level
while planning the master production schedule.
B. Apply safety stock and safety lead time while planning the
master production schedule.
C. Ask the purchasing manager to terminate the contract with
this supplier, and look for a better supplier.
D. Ask the purchasing manager to work with the supplier to
improve their shipping quantity accuracy and lead time
stability.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the main output of Monitoring and Controlling?
A. Project product

B. Controlling stakeholders
C. Corrective action
D. Charter
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A client wants to create a secure network connection between
Heroku applications running in a Private Space and an AWS VPC.
Which Heroku feature should an Architect recommend to create
the connection?
A. Internal Routing
B. Private Space VPN connections
C. Heroku Connect
D. Private Space Peering
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://devcenterheroku.corn/articles/event-driven-microservice
s-with-apache-kafka
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